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ABSTRACT
We report on sensitive observations of the CO(J=7→6) and C I(3P2→3P1) transitions in the z=2.79
QSO host galaxy RXJ0911.4+0551 using the IRAM Plateau de Bure interferometer (PdBI). Our
extremely high signal to noise spectra combined with the narrow CO line width of this source (FWHM
= 120 km s−1) allows us to estimate sensitive limits on the space-time variations of the fundamental
constants using two emission lines. Our observations show that the C I and CO line shapes are in
good agreement with each other but that the C I line profile is of order 10% narrower, presumably due
to the lower opacity in the latter line. Both lines show faint wings with velocities up to ±250 km s−1,
indicative of a molecular outflow. As such the data provide direct evidence for negative feedback in the
molecular gas phase at high redshift. Our observations allow us to determine the observed frequencies
of both transitions with so far unmatched accuracy at high redshift. The redshift difference between
the CO and C I lines is sensitive to variations of ∆F/F with F = α2/µ where α is the fine structure
constant and µ the proton-to-electron mass ratio. We find ∆F/F = 6.9 ± 3.7 × 10−6 at a lookback
time of 11.3Gyr, which within the uncertainties, is consistent with no variations of the fundamental
constants.
Subject headings: cosmology: observations — galaxies: high-redshift — galaxies: evolution — galaxies:
individual (RXJ0911.4+0551) — ISM: molecules
1. INTRODUCTION
Possible time variation of coupling strengths and el-
ementary particle masses is now being discussed with
regard to the accelerating, expanding Universe. Theo-
retical models that impose extra dimensions predict that
dimensionless quantities like the fine-structure constant
α = e2/~c or the proton-to-electron mass ratio µ =
mp/me, depend on the scale length of extra dimensions
in Kaluza-Klein, superstring theories or other grand uni-
fication theories (see, e.g., reviews by Flambaum 2008;
Chiba 2011). This scale factor may vary with cosmic
time which in turn gives rise to variations of fundamental
constants in the 4D or extra-D space-time. Very different
time dependencies, from linear to slow-rolling to oscillat-
ing variations are considered in some theoretical models
(e.g. Marciano 1984; Fujii et al. 2000). Such variations
are now intensively searched for both in astrophysical
observations and in laboratory experiments.
So far, essentially all sensitive astrophysical ex-
periments that probe variations of the fundamen-
tal constants at high redshift have used interven-
ing absorbing systems towards QSOs by comparing
the redshifts of different lines. This holds for op-
tical but also for mm and cm (H I, OH) absorp-
tion lines (e.g. Carilli et al. 2000; Murphy et al. 2003;
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Henkel et al. 2009; Kanekar et al. 2010) which typically
give rise to narrow (∼ 10 km s−1 wide) absorption fea-
tures which in principle allow very precise estimates of
the line centroids. A possible systematic frequency shift
in these experiments can arise from the different velocity
distributions of different species in the absorbing gas (the
so called Doppler noise, see e.g. Kozlov et al. 2009). This
is due to the fact that absorption experiments only probe
pencil beams through the interstellar medium (ISM) of
intervening galaxies which makes these experiments sen-
sitive to the physical and chemical small scale structure
of the ISM. This effect can be largely reduced by using
multiplets from a single species (e.g. Webb et al. 1999)
and large samples of absorbing systems that are now
available in the optical/UV (e.g. King et al. 2012).
For absorption studies in the radio regime the analysis
can be further complicated by the fact that the contin-
uum source itself may have a frequency and/or time de-
pendent structure (e.g. synchrotron emission from com-
pact radio jets) and therefore absorption may trace differ-
ent parts of the absorbing cloud. In addition such studies
until today are limited to a few suitable objects which
compromises statistical approaches. On the other hand
radio and mm studies are particularly sensitive probes
for variations of the fundamental constants as coupling
strength of fine-structure or inversion transitions to vari-
ations in α and/or µ is more than an order of magni-
tude larger than that of electronic transitions in the op-
tical/UV (e.g. Flambaum & Kozlov 2007).
Consequently, it has been suggested to use low– or
mid–J rotational CO lines in conjunction with fine struc-
ture lines of atomic carbon to search for variations of the
fundamental constants (Levshakov et al. 2008). In con-
trast to the absorption studies, both lines can be seen
in emission and therefore their line profiles probe the
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gas distribution and kinematics on galactic scales rather
than random motion along a single line of sight. As
such their line centroids will not depend on the small
scale physical and chemical structure of the ISM which
makes both emission lines promising candidates to com-
plement absorption line studies. This line combination
is sensitive to variations of F = α2/µ. Variations of
this quantity are related to the observed redshift of both
lines via ∆F/F = ∆ z/(z + 1) where ∆ z is the redshift
difference between the CO and C I lines. As such their
sensitivity to α-variations is about 30 times higher than
any UV line (see Levshakov et al. 2008). The downside
of using emission lines is that the intrinsic line widths
are large compared to the absorption lines which reduces
the accuracy to determine the line centroids at the same
signal–to–noise ratio.
CO and C I observations of high-z galaxies are
becoming available in increasing number (see
Walter et al. 2011, and references therein). These
spectra, however, typically have low velocity resolution
and low signal-to-noise and therefore cannot be used
to analyze the variations of the fundamental con-
stants (Curran et al. 2011). Furthermore most high-z
galaxies detected in C I so far have large line width
(> 200 km s−1) which implies that even with high signal
to noise observations it would be extremely challenging
to study ∆F/F as this would require redshift accuracies
below 1 km s−1.
In this paper we present sensitive observations of the
CO(J=7→6) and C I(3P2 →3 P1) transition (CO(7–6)
and C I(2–1) hereafter) in the high-z QSO host galaxy
RXJ0911.4+0551 at redshift z=2.79. RXJ0911.4+0551
is currently the most suitable candidate for high-
precision CO and C I redshift measurements as it exhibits
very strong line emission due to gravitational lensing and
has the narrowest CO line width (FWHM=120 km s−1)
of any high–redshift source observed so far. Further-
more the increased bandwidth of millimeter facilities im-
plies that the redshifted CO(7–6) and C I(2–1) lines can
now be measured simultaneously in a single observational
setup which eliminates efficiently potential instrumental
systematics.
Measuring possible changes in the fundamental con-
stants clearly requires very high signal–to–noise observa-
tions of the CO and C I lines. Such high quality observa-
tions have also the potential to reveal outflows, i.e. neg-
ative feedback from star formation and/or AGN winds.
AGN driven molecular outflows have been recently ob-
served in nearby active galaxies (Feruglio et al. 2010;
Alatalo et al. 2011; Chung et al. 2011; Sturm et al. 2011)
and are a crucial ingredient to galaxy evolution models
to explain the number density of massive galaxies and
their old stellar populations (e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2005).
2. OBSERVATIONS
We observed RXJ0911.4+0551 using the IRAM PdBI
in October 2011 in the compact D configuration with 6
antennas. The receivers were tuned to 213.1GHz and
data were recorded using the 3.6GHz WideX correlator
at PdBI. At a redshift of z=2.79 the observing frequen-
cies for CO(7–6) and C I(2–1) are 212.5 and 213.2GHz,
respectively and comfortably fall into the bandwidth af-
forded by the correlator. WideX’s channel separation is
1.95MHz (2.75 kms−1 at the observed frequency). Ob-
servations were done during good observing conditions
using CRL618 as primary flux calibrator and the nearby
source J0906+015 as phase and secondary amplitude cal-
ibrator. RXJ0911.4+0551 was observed for ≈ 15 hours
on-source resulting in a noise level of 2.2mJy beam−1 at
WideX’s original frequency resolution (1.95MHz). The
synthesized beam is 2.0′′ × 1.4′′ with a position angle
of PA=10◦. Data reduction was performed using the
GILDAS package with standard calibration, flagging and
imaging steps.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Line and continuum distribution
The line and continuum distribution of our observa-
tions is shown in comparison to the near infra-red (NIR,
archival HST-NICMOS image) in Fig. 1 (left). The PdBI
image shows two separate sources. The eastern source
(A) is a blend of the QSO images A1, A2 & A3 (fol-
lowing the labeling by Burud et al. 1998), the western
source is the fourth lens image of the QSO (image B)
which is spatially separated from component A by ≈ 3′′.
The NIR and mm emission regions are displaced with
respect to each other by about ∼ 0.25′′. This shift is
obvious for image B but can also be established for A
if one convolved the HST-NICMOS image to the PdBI
beam. We interpret the offset as inaccurate astrometry
(rather than an indication for differential magnification
between the mm and NIR light), presumably in the HST-
NICMOS image, as the coordinates in the PdBI observa-
tions are phase-referenced. The PdBI position for image
B is R.A.: 09h11m27s.430 (±0s.01), Dec: 05◦50′54.7′′
(±0.15′′) (J2000).
The line intensity ratio between C I and CO is com-
parable for both components with ICI(2−1)/ICO(7−6) =
0.60 ± 0.02 and 0.70 ± 0.07 for A and B, respectively.
The center velocities (as measured from CO) of images
A and B are in good agreement and do not show a red-
shift difference within the uncertainties (∆v = −4.6 ±
3.1 km s−1). The intensity ratio between images B and
A as measured from the integrated CO(7–6) flux den-
sity is IB/IA = 0.21 ± 0.01, in agreement with the flux
ratio measured in the optical U-band (restframe LUV
(∼ 100 nm), Burud et al. 1998). This suggests that the
submm light has a magnification similar to the optical
light and in the following we adopt the lens model by
Burud et al. (1998) with a magnification of µmag = 20.
The 3.6GHz wide spectrum towards image A is shown
at a velocity resolution of 10 km s−1 in Fig. 1 (right).
Several other redshifted molecular transitions fall into
the observed bandwidth. Some lines (indicated in the
figure) might have been strong enough to be detected
in RXJ0911.4+0551 based on the observed flux densi-
ties in the Orion-KL hot-core (Comito et al. 2005). How-
ever, the only (but not significant) additional line fea-
ture in our spectrum is the HNC(9–8) line redshifted to
214.8GHz.
3.2. Line profiles
A comparison of the CO(7–6) and C I(2–1) spectra is
shown in Fig. 2 (left). Both line profiles are very simi-
lar and almost perfectly described by a single Gaussian
within the uncertainties of the observations. A closer in-
spection of the two profiles reveals that the C I spectrum
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Fig. 1.— Left: Integrated CO(7–6) intensity + continuum distribution (black contours) shown on an archival HST-NICMOS NIR image
of RXJ0911.4+0551. Contours are shown for 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, 0.7, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 Jy beam−1 km s−1. The eastern PdBI
image (A) is a blend of three images (A1, A2 & A3, Burud et al. 1998) of the QSO, the western peak (B) is the fourth lens image. Right:
3.6GHz wide spectrum towards the peak of image A at 10 km s−1 resolution. Other redshifted molecular transitions which fall into the
observing band and have been detected towards Orion (Comito et al. 2005) are labeled in the figure.
is slightly narrower than the CO line. This is shown in
Fig. 2 (center) where we display the difference spectrum
CO–C I after scaling the C I peak intensity to the peak
of the CO line. The residual shows faint but significant
CO excess in the | 50 − 150 | km s−1 velocity intervals.
From a Gaussian fit to the full line we find FWHMs of
119 ± 1.8 km s−1 and 107 ± 2.4km s−1 for CO and C I,
respectively (see Table 1).
The line profiles start to deviate from a Gaussian at
10% level of the peak intensity for both lines. The line
wings are best seen in the higher signal-to-noise CO(7–6)
line profile at low velocity resolution (see Fig. 2, right).
The wings are also detected in the C I(2–1) line albeit at
lower significance. The wings are visible both towards
the red and the blue side of the spectrum and are de-
tected out to ∼ ±250 km s−1. Fitting the CO(7–6) line
profile with two nested Gaussian yields an improved fit
to the line profile including the line wings. For the broad
line component this yields a peak of ≈ 4.5mJy and a line
width of FWHM≈ 290 km s−1.
3.3. Line centroids and limits on the fundamental
constants
To determine the line centroids we fitted the line shape
by models with a single Gaussian and two nested Gaus-
sians. The line centroids for both methods agree well
within the uncertainties even when all 6 parameters of
the nested Gaussians are kept free. The fitting uncer-
tainties, however, increase by ≈ 50% in the latter case.
We therefore used a single component Gaussian fit for
each line and omitted the line wings in the fitting pro-
cess. The fitting was performed on the original resolution
data as binning was found to reduce the accuracy of the
results. We have compared results from different pro-
grams (CLASS, GNUPLOT) and did not find significant
differences in the fitting results. We find uncertainties for
the line centroids of only 500 and 600kHz (corresponding
to a velocity uncertainty of 0.7 and 0.9 km s−1) for the
CO and C I line, respectively. The results including the
TABLE 1
Derived line parameters
Line νobs zline
a FWHM
[GHz] [ km s−1]
CO(7–6) 212.4935(5) 2.796125(9) 119 ± 1.8
C I(2–1) 213.2036(6) 2.796099(11) 107 ± 2.4
a Calculated using rest frequencies of 806.6518060(5) and
809.341970(5) GHz CO(7–6) for and C I(2–1) respectively
(Mu¨ller et al. 2001).
corresponding redshifts are given in Table 1.
The redshift of the CO line (z ≡ zCO) and the redshift
difference between CO and C I (∆ z ≡ zCO − zCI), are
related to the variations of the fundamental constants
via ∆ z/(1 + z) = ∆F/F with F = α2/µ where α is
the fine structure constant and µ the proton-to-electron
mass ratio (Levshakov et al. 2008). With the numbers
in Table 1 we find ∆z = 2.62 ± 1.39 × 10−5 and thus
∆F/F = 6.91± 3.67× 10−6.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Line wings
The line wings detected in our spectra to-
wards RXJ0911.4+0551 are remarkably similar
to those recently detected in deep CO obser-
vations towards two local galaxies hosting an
AGN: Mrk 231 (Feruglio et al. 2010) and NGC1266
(Alatalo et al. 2011). In both cases the CO wings have
been interpreted as molecular outflows. While the
projected outflow velocities in NGC1266 are comparable
to those detected in our spectra, the outflow signature in
Mrk 231 is much more pronounced with wings detected
out to ± 750 kms−1. Although it is tempting to inter-
pret the line wings in RXJ0911.4+0551 as the signatures
of a molecular outflow the situation is complicated
by the fact that the source is amplified by a galaxy
(visible in the HST-NICMOS image shown in Fig. 1)
and only to a lesser degree by a nearby galaxy cluster
(see Burud et al. 1998; Kneib et al. 2000). This implies
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Fig. 2.— Left: Comparison of the CO(7–6) (grey) and C I(2–1) (black line) line profiles for image A at a velocity resolution of 5 km s−1.
The velocity axis is relative to the line frequencies given in Table 1. The line intensities have been normalized to unity for both spectra.
Middle: Difference spectrum between CO and C I at a velocity resolution of 10 km s−1. The Gaussian shows the velocity range covered
by the CO line profile for guidance. The C I intensity has been scaled to the peak of the CO line before subtraction. Right: CO(7–6) line
profile at a velocity resolution of 18 km s−1. The spectrum shows line wings that are detected out to ∼ ±250 km s−1 compared to a single
Gaussian (dotted fit). The black curve shows a fit with two nested Gaussian components which also matches the line wings.
that the caustic curves are very compact, unlike the
smoothly varying caustics from cluster lensing. Thus an
alternative interpretation is that the lens only strongly
amplifies a small part of the molecular gas distribution
in the disk of RXJ0911.4+0551 (with correspondingly
narrow CO line width) and that the faint, broader CO
profile visible as wings is the true line width of the
system with low or no lens magnification.
We can, however, use the observed line luminosity of
the optically thick CO(7–6) line together with the ex-
citation temperature of Tex ≈ 35K estimated from the
C I line ratio (using the intensity of the lower carbon
line from Walter et al. 2011) to obtain a lower limit
for the size of the amplified emission region. This cal-
culation uses Ωs = L
′
CO(7−6) (TbCO(7−6) dvD
2
A)
−1 µ−1mag
(Solomon et al. 1997) and assumes TbCO(7−6) ≈ TexCI −
Tcmb. Taking the magnification of µmag = 20 into ac-
count this yields a source diameter of ∼ 1 kpc which is
a lower limit to the true source size because 1) it as-
sumes an area filling factor of the emission of unity, 2)
a face–on geometry, and 3) the true excitation temper-
ature of the CO(7–6) line is likely lower than our esti-
mate from C I due to the higher critical density of the
CO(7–6) transition compared to both C I lines. Thus
the true underlying source size is likely similar to what
has been observed in resolved, unlensed high redshift
QSO host galaxies (such as J1148+5251 with D=2.5 kpc,
Walter et al. 2004). This comparison suggests that the
gravitational lens amplifies the entire molecular gas dis-
tribution of RXJ0911.4+0551 and not just a small frac-
tion of the disk. This favors the interpretation that the
narrow observed line width is due to a close to face–on
orientation of the molecular disk and that the faint line
wings indeed trace a molecular outflow.
We estimate the molecular gas mass in the outflow us-
ing the optically thin C I(3P2 →3P1) line (see e.g. Eq. 2
in Weiß et al. 2003). We use the C I excitation tempera-
ture given above and a carbon abundance, [CI]/[H2], of
8×10−5 (Walter et al. 2011) which yields a molecular gas
mass (including a correction of 1.36 for Helium and cor-
recting for the magnification) of Moutflow = 6× 10
8M⊙.
This mass only includes the line wings (difference be-
tween the two component and the single component fit
shown in Fig. 2 right, albeit for C I(2–1)) and corresponds
to ≈ 9% of the C I(3P2 →3P1) line luminosity. The to-
tal mass in the broad line component (which has been
used by Feruglio et al. (2010) to estimate the outflow
mass in Mrk 231) is 1.7 × 109M⊙. We here, however,
use the more conservative approach to estimate the out-
flow properties only based on the mass in the line wings
(Alatalo et al. 2011). Using the HWHM=145 km s−1
from the Gaussian fit to the broad line component as
a lower limit for the average outflow speed (due to the
unknown outflow orientation) the kinetic energy in the
outflow is Ekin > 1.2 × 10
56 erg. Thus the outflow in
RXJ0911.4+0551 is ∼ 3× more massive but likely less
energetic than the outflow in Mrk 231 while other key
parameters (LFIR, MH2 , MBH) are comparable for both
sources after correcting for the gravitational magnifica-
tion.
For RXJ0911.4+0551 the lack of information on the
size and morphology of the outflow prevents us from es-
timating the dynamical time scale and the outflow rate.
Mapping the blue and the red line wings independently
only yields an upper limit for their angular separation
in the image plane of < 0.3′′ (< 2.4 kpc), not sufficient
to obtain a meaningful limit on the outflow rate. If we
assume that the outflow size is comparable to the out-
flows observed in Mrk 231 and NGC1266 (r=0.5 kpc) the
outflow rate for RXJ0911.4+0551 is M˙ > 180M⊙ yr
−1,
larger than the star formation rate (SFR=140M⊙ yr
−1,
Wu et al. 2009) which would hint at AGN feedback as
being the main driver for the molecular outflow (see the
discussion in Alatalo et al. 2011). The corresponding gas
depletion time scale would be only 40Myr. Even if we
use the observed upper limit of < 2.4 kpc as the intrinsic
radius for the outflow the depletion time scale remains
short (< 200Myr) which implies that a significant frac-
tion (> 50%) of molecular gas will be removed from the
disk within the typical lifetime of 100Myr for massive
starbursts at high redshift (Tacconi et al. 2008).
4.2. Limits on the fundamental constants
A potential concern using mid-J CO and C I emis-
sion lines as a probe of variations of the fundamen-
tal constants is whether both lines trace the same gas
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on galactic scales. Observations of CO and C I in the
Milky Way have shown that both lines indeed probe
the same molecular material on large and small scales
(Ikeda et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2007) despite the expec-
tations from photon dominated region (PDR) models
which predict that C I should only exist in small layers
surrounding the CO cloud cores. As discussed in the pre-
vious section, our experiment probably probes a region
of ∼ 1 kpc in diameter. We would therefore expect that
any potential spatial differences in the CO and C I emis-
sion velocities within molecular clouds would average out
to zero over these extended regions.
Given that both lines trace the same volume on large
scales one would naively expect that their line profiles
are identical. Our observations show that this is not the
case and that the C I line profile is ∼ 10% narrower than
the CO profile (Fig. 2 left & center; Table 1). This effect,
however, is expected as the opacity of CO is typically
much larger than the C I opacity (for the peak of the lines
in RXJ0911.4+0551 we estimate opacities of 17 and 1.0
for CO(7–6) and C I(2–1) respectively using large veloc-
ity gradient models). Since the gas column density and
therefore the opacity decreases towards the wings of the
lines and because the intensity in each velocity bin scales
as (1 − e−τ ), the intensity in the wings of the C I line
decreases more rapidly than in the case of CO which in
turn gives rise to a narrower line profile in C I. This effect,
however, is not expected to be a critical limitation for the
precise determination of the line centroid (i.e. the sys-
temic velocity or redshift of the galaxy): the line profiles
of galaxy-averaged molecular emission lines are not only
determined by opacity and excitation effects but also by
the effective source solid angle as a function of velocity.
The latter typically does not saturate (i.e. clouds do not
overlap in velocity space and spatially at the same time)
which prevents galaxy-averaged CO lines from saturat-
ing at their peak. As systematic instrumental effects (e.g.
LSR corrections) cancel out in our simultaneous observa-
tions of both lines and local oscillator variations (defining
the frequency accuracy of the spectrometer) can safely be
neglected, we conclude that systematic uncertainties are
small compared with the statistical uncertainties, i.e. our
ability to determine variations of the fundamental con-
stants is solely limited by the signal to noise ratio and
line width of our spectrum.
So far estimates on the variations of the fundamen-
tal constants using high redshift emission lines have
only been published in two studies using C II and CO
(in BR1202-0725 at z=4.7 and J1148+5251 at z=6.4,
Levshakov et al. 2008) and C I and CO (in a sample of
sources at z=2.3–4.1, Curran et al. 2011) where the mea-
surements were taken entirely from the literature. These
attempts yielded 3σ limits on |∆F/F | of < 4.5 × 10−4
and < 2.6×10−4, respectively. Our experiment improves
on these limits by more than a factor of 20 (at compa-
rable lookback time) with | ∆F/F |< 1.1 × 10−5 (3 σ).
Most absorption line studies have focused on varia-
tions in ∆α/α or ∆µ/µ. Variations of ∆F/F are re-
lated to both these quantities via ∆F/F=2∆α/α−∆µ/µ
(Levshakov et al. 2008). Centimeter and millimeter ab-
sorption line studies have recently used inversion lines
of NH3 in combination with rotational lines of dense
gas tracers (such as HC3N or CS) to obtain limits
on ∆µ/µ. This combination provides a particularly
sensitive probe to ∆µ/µ due to the strong coupling
between their redshift difference and variations in µ
(e.g. Levshakov et al. 2010). Studies using several inver-
sion and rotational transitions toward PKS1810-211 at
z = 0.89 give a conservative limit of |∆µ/µ | < 10−6
(Murphy et al. 2008; Henkel et al. 2009). The formally
most accurate application of this technique to date yields
a 3 σ limit of |∆µ/µ | < 3.6 × 10−7 at z = 0.68
(Kanekar 2011) albeit on a small number of spectral
lines.
Limits on variations of α at high redshift do not
reach such accuracy to date but some studies have re-
ported non-zero values for ∆α/α based on QSO ab-
sorption spectra (Murphy et al. 2003; Webb et al. 2011;
King et al. 2012). We here use our results to obtain an
independent limit on ∆α/α. If we assume ∆µ/µ=0 be-
tween z=0 and z=2.79 (motivated by the NH3 results
mentioned above) our observations yield ∆α/α = 3.5 ±
1.8×10−6, consistent with zero variations of α at a look-
back time of 11.3Gyr within the uncertainties (| α˙/α | <
4.8 × 10−16 yr−1 (3 σ)). As such our experiment yields
comparable accuracy on a single object as work based
on HIRES/Keck and UVES/VLT absorption line spec-
troscopy on QSO samples which give typical accuracies of
1-2 ppm (1σ, Levshakov et al. 2007; Murphy et al. 2008;
Webb et al. 2011). Our source, RXJ0911.4+0551, lies
nearly orthogonal to the proposed angular dipole distri-
bution of Webb et al. (2011) and King et al. (2012) and
thus does not provide a stringent test of that claim.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our observations demonstrate that sensitive simul-
taneous millimeter wave observations of CO(7–6) and
C I(2–1) emission lines provide a powerful diagnostic to
investigate possible variations of the fundamental con-
stants at high redshift. Our observations do not show
evidence that systematic effects are limiting the inter-
pretation of the data and our results are limited by the
signal-to-noise ratio of our spectra. This implies that
deeper observations with even higher spectral resolution,
which are now in reach with ALMA, will greatly im-
prove our current limits. A potential concern of deep
and more precise observations could arise from the dif-
ferent optical depth in the CO and C I lines which leads
to slightly different line shapes for both transitions. Such
potential limitations can be eliminated by observations
of reasonably sized samples of high-z CO and C I emit-
ters with suitable line widths. Given ALMA’s sensitiv-
ity even CO isotopologues such as 13CO will eventually
become accessible with high signal–to–noise ratio which
will further help to remove this potential limitation. In
any case the uncertainties and potential systematics of
emission line studies will be substantially different from
those of absorption line experiments. As such the com-
bination of both approaches on samples of high-z galax-
ies will greatly improve the sensitivity and reliability of
measurements probing the variations of the fundamental
constants.
Our data also demonstrate the large discovery space
of deep spectroscopic millimeter observations with large
bandwidth. We detect for the first time a massive molec-
ular outflow via CO and C I line wings in a high red-
shift galaxy. Our analysis suggests that a significant
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fraction (> 50%) of molecular gas in RXJ0911.4+0551
will be removed from the disk within the typical life-
time of 100Myr for massive starbursts. As such
RXJ0911.4+0551 is one of the few examples for negative
feedback observed in the molecular gas phase at high red-
shift, although higher resolution observations (e.g. with
ALMA) will be required to decide whether the outflow
is driven by an AGN wind or by star formation.
We thank the referee, John Webb, for useful com-
ments that helped to improve the manuscript. This
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Plateau de Bure Interferometer. IRAM is supported
by INSU/CNRS (France), MPG (Germany) and IGN
(Spain).
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